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New Issue - Moody's Assigns Aaa to Concord MA's $10M GO
Bonds

New Issue

Summary Rating Rationale
Moody's Investors Service has assigned a Aaa rating to the Town of Concord MA's $10
million General Obligation Municipal Purpose Loan of 2016 Bonds. Concurrently, Moody's
has affirmed the Aaa rating on $52 million of outstanding general obligation bonds. The
outlook is stable.
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The Aaa rating reflects a healthy financial position supported by strong reserves, an affluent
tax base, moderate debt burden, and well-managed long-term liabilities.

Credit Strengths
»

Wealthy, favorably located tax base

»

History of voter support for operating overrides and debt exclusions to Proposition 2 ½

»

Stable financial operations

»

Conservative budget management with multi-year planning

Credit Challenges
»

Limited operating flexibility under Proposition 2 1/2

»

Recent increase in assessments from regional school district (RSD) and other education
expenses and capital needs

Rating Outlook
The stable outlook reflects the town's sound fiscal management including multi-year
forecasting and effective policies. The outlook also incorporates a history of voter approved
debt exclusions and general overrides to Proposition 2 ½.

Factors that Could Lead to a Downgrade
»

Lack of voter support for operating and capital needs

»

Erosion of reserves due to a trend of operating deficits

»

Significant decline in the tax base and demographic profile
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Key Indicators
Exhibit 1

As of June 30 fiscal year-end
Full Value = Equalized Value
Source: Moody's Investors Service

Detailed Rating Considerations
Economy and Tax Base: Affluent Residential Tax Base Will Remain Stable
Concord's primarily residential (91% of 2016 assessed value) $5.5 billion tax base will remain stable with positive growth over the near
term given moderate new development and a strong housing sector. The 2016 assessed value increased by a healthy 7.9%, reflecting
the strongest annual growth in over ten years. The increase adjusted the five year compound annual growth to 2.5%. Favorably located
along the Route 128/I-95 corridor, the town is a mature suburb west of Boston (Aaa stable). The town has a small commercial sector
including health care, research and development, and office space. Annual new growth revenue is expected to remain elevated at above
$1 million over the next year primarily due to a new 125 unit apartment complex and a hotel in the western part of the town.
Wealth levels remain strong with a median family income representing approximately 2.5 times the national median. The full value
per capita of $350,715 also remains strong reflecting the high-end housing stock. In addition, the town's unemployment rate of 3.1%
(February 2016) remains well below the state (4.7%) and US (5.2%).
Financial Operations and Reserves: Stable Position Expected To Continue With Limited Draws on Reserves
The town's overall financial position will remain stable given the effective management team, comfortable reserve levels, and strong
history of voter support. Concord enjoys additional financial flexibility to absorb future budgetary pressures due to a moderate unused
levy capacity of $3.2 million (3.2% of 2016 appropriations). Over the near term, the town will rely on draws from various stabilization
reserves, primarily the high school debt stabilization reserves, to balance operations. We expect the planned draws will reduce available
reserves levels but remain in compliance with town policies and comparable to historic averages.
The fiscal 2015 audited financials reflect an operating deficit of $1.9 million (net of bond proceeds and premium) attributable to
planned use of $3.4 million of Massachusetts School Building Authority construction grant funds to retire outstanding school bonds
in conjunction with a refunding issue. Positive variance in revenues and expenditures partially offset the use of the grant funds.
The available General Fund balance (committed, assigned and unassigned) remains healthy at $25.1 million or 27.4% of revenues.
Additionally, when including restricted reserves primarily for pension contributions, the total General Fund balance increases to a very

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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strong $35.4 million or 38.6% of revenues. This is an increase from fiscal 2014 due to reallocating the restricted funds from Nonmajor
funds to the General Fund.
The fiscal 2016 budget increased 7% from the prior year due primarily to RSD debt exclusion, other education costs, and one-time
capital expenditures. The budget was balanced with a 5.1% tax levy increase and $1.6 million appropriation from stabilization funds.
Year-end results are projected to reflect a slight operating deficit after positive variance in revenues including some one-time sources
from FEMA and state prison mitigation funds, while expenditures will see turnbacks from all major departments thereby reducing the
impact of appropriated reserves.
The fiscal 2017 budget increased 2.23% from 2016 due to salaries and the final year of increases to annual OPEB funding. The budget
is balanced with a 4.1% tax levy increase, $1 million appropriation of free cash and $1 million appropriation from the high school debt
stabilization fund.
LIQUIDITY

The town's cash position is strong. Cash and investments at the end of fiscal 2015 represented $39.9 million or 43.5% of revenues.
Debt and Pensions: Debt Burden To Remain Manageable While Aggressively Funding Long-Term Liabilities
The town will maintain an affordable debt position due to its modest direct debt burden of 1% of equalized value, an aggressive
repayment schedule for non-excluded debt, and a commitment to pay-as-you-go capital financing, with roughly $9.9 million budgeted
in fiscal 2016, including enterprises. Based on the capital improvement plan (FY17-21), future borrowing plans include $9.9 million in
2017 and a total of $38.3 million for the five year term. Water system upgrades represent $16.5 million of the total borrowing which
is anticipated to be self-supporting. The town also maintains a policy that restricts total pay-as-you-go capital spending and taxsupported non-excluded debt service to 8% of budgeted expenditures.
DEBT STRUCTURE

The entire debt portfolio is fixed rate with 92% of principal retired in ten years. Fiscal 2015 debt service represented 12.1% of General
Fund expenditures.
DEBT-RELATED DERIVATIVES

Concord has no derivatives.
PENSIONS AND OPEB

The town participates in the Concord Contributory Retirement System, a multi-employer, defined benefit retirement plan. The town's
required contribution for the plan was $3.5 million in fiscal 2015, or 3.7% of General Fund expenditures. The 2015 three-year average
Moody's adjusted net pension liability, under Moody's methodology for adjusting reported pension data, is $107 million, or a moderate
1.2 times General Fund revenues. The plan's funded date is currently fiscal 2030. Moody's uses the adjusted net pension liability
to improve comparability of reported pension liabilities. The adjustments are not intended to replace the town's reported liability
information, but to improve comparability with other rated entities. We determined the town's share of liability for the plan to be in
proportion to its contributions to the plan.
The town continues to increase contributions towards its OPEB liability on a pay-as-you-go basis, contributing 108% of the annual cost
in 2015, representing $3.1 million. The OPEB UAAL as of June 30, 2014 was $26.9 million. In addition to its annual pay-go contribution,
the town annually contributes to an OPEB trust which as of the valuation date, provided a funded ratio of 19.7% of the unfunded
liability. This funded position is well ahead of most local governments across the country.
Total fixed costs in fiscal 2015, including debt service, required pension contributions and retiree healthcare payments, represented
$17.9 million or 19.1% of General Fund expenditures.
Management and Governance
The town continues to abide by sound fiscal management policies which are detailed in the annual finance committee report. The
policies include the maintenance of free cash of at least 5% of the total budget, a capital budget, and a debt policy, which helps to
develop the multi-year budget projections.
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Massachusetts towns have an institutional framework score of “Aa,” or strong. Revenues are highly predictable due to a heavy reliance
on property taxes. Towns have a moderate revenue-raising ability given the Proposition 2 ½ levy limit. Expenditures primarily consist of
personnel costs, as well as education costs for cities that manage school operations, and are highly predictable given state-mandated
school spending guidelines and employee contracts. Towns have a moderate expenditure reduction ability given the high presence of
collective bargaining contracts, offset by low fixed costs in most cases.

Legal Security
The bonds are secured by the town's general obligation limited tax pledge as debt service has not been voted exempt from the levy
limits of Proposition 2 ½.

Use of Proceeds
Approximately $4.8 million in proceeds will fund various capital improvement projects. The remaining proceeds will advance refund
the outstanding balance of bonds dated March 1, 2007 and September 15, 2007 for estimated net present value savings of $582,000,
or 9.2% of refunded principal, with no extension of maturity.

Obligor Profile
Concord is primarily a residential community west of Boston with a population of 17,668.

Methodology
The principal methodology used in this rating was US Local Government General Obligation Debt published in January 2014. Please see
the Ratings Methodologies page on www.moodys.com for a copy of this methodology.

Ratings
Exhibit 2

Concord (Town of) MA
Issue

General Obligation Municipal Purpose Loan of
2016 Bonds
Rating Type
Sale Amount
Expected Sale Date
Rating Description

Rating

Aaa
Underlying LT
$9,995,000
05/11/2016
General Obligation
Limited Tax

Source: Moody's Investors Service
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